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Upstream 2015-04-22 i discussed issues related to mineral rights and the oil and gas industry many
times in my twelve years in the house of commons now after reading this book i wish i could have those
discussions over again i would present the issues with much more confidence and accuracy upstream is
easy to understand and loaded with important facts randy white former member of parliament
understanding an industry requires that one learn its language in the context of the oil and gas industry
ms louie has authored a valuable immersion experience sean e d fairhurst partner macpherson leslie
tyerman llp in upstream oil and gas exploration and production industry expert levonne louie simplifies
and demystifies this area of the oil and gas sector for readers in canada and beyond in her
straightforward easy to follow guide louie presents an overview of the fundamental and essential
components of what is known as the upstream part of the industry and how exploration for oil and
natural gas is done and how the products are produced an experienced consultant author and speaker
levonne louie addresses complex questions with ease and a penchant for the plain and simple from how
geologists decide where to focus the exploration to the acquisition of mineral and surface rights to how
production of oil and gas occurs and the impact of global factors on the industry building on the success
of her first book mineral land rights what you need to know oil and gas exploration and production is an
indispensable guide for everyday readers and industry members alike levonne louie has been an oil and
gas industry professional for over thirty six years she has experience in negotiation government
relations business development strategy development and coaching she aims to demystify the oil and
gas industry so that there is better understanding between all parties she lives in calgary alberta where
she works teaches consults and serves on several boards
Optimization and Business Improvement Studies in Upstream Oil and Gas Industry 2016-08-01 delves
into the core and functional areas in the upstream oil and gas industry covering a wide range of
operations and processes oil and gas exploration and production e p activities are costly risky and
technology intensive with the rise in global demand for oil and fast depletion of easy reserves the
search for oil is directed to more difficult areas deepwater arctic region hostile terrains and future
production is expected to come from increasingly difficult reserves deeper horizon low quality crude all
these are making e p activities even more challenging in terms of operations technology cost and risk
therefore it is necessary to use scarce resources judiciously and optimize strategies cost and capital and
improve business performance in all spheres of e p business optimization and business improvement
studies in upstream oil and gas industry contains eleven real life optimization and business
improvement studies that delve into the core e p activities and functional areas covering a wide range
of operations and processes it uses various quantitative and qualitative techniques such as linear
programing queuing theory critical path analysis economic analysis best practices benchmark business
process simplification etc to optimize productivity of drilling operations controllable rig time loss
deepwater exploration strategy rig move time and activity schedule offshore supply vessel fleet size
supply chain management system strategic workforce and human resource productivity base oil price
for a country standardize consumption of materials develop uniform safety standards for offshore
installations improve organizational efficiency through business process simplification the book will be
of immense interest to practicing managers professionals and employees at all levels disciplines in oil
and gas industry it will also be useful to academicians scholars educational institutes energy research
institutes and consultants dealing with oil and gas the work can be used as a practical guide to
upstream professionals and students in petroleum engineering programs
Process Safety in Upstream Oil and Gas 2021-04-13 the book makes the case for process safety and
provides a brief overviews of the upstream industry and of ccps risk based process safety the majority of
the book focuses on the concepts of implementing process safety in wells onshore offshore and projects
topics include overview of upstream operations overview of risk based process safety rbps application of
rbps in drilling completions work overs interventions application of rbps in onshore production
application of rbps in offshore production application of rbps to engineering design installation and
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construction future developments in the field
Upstream Oil and Gas Agreements 1996 this work brings together those acts or sections of acts
which create statutory offences with authoritative annotation it includes statutory offences created by
the scottish parliament and deals with summary applications includes service to the end of 1999
Connecting with Upstream Oil and Gas: A Sales and Marketing Resource Guide 2019-03-14 sales and
marketing professionals in the upstream oil and gas sector want to know their customer but in an
industry so complicated that is not always easy j denver smart who has worked in the upstream oil and
gas sector for a leading global automation solutions provider provides a consolidated overview of
upstream processing key operations and business drivers that are relevant to day to day operator
challenges in this reference guide topics covered include the primary market drivers and business
parameters that affect the short and long term economic viability of upstream operators market
indicators used to assess current and regional industry trends various lifecycle stages of an oilfield and
how they influence primary business objectives and basic elements principles operations and
procedures to understand the diverse concepts associated with finding extracting and producing oil and
gas reserves
Engineering Economy in Upstream Oil & Gas Field Development 2021-02-10 technological progress in
the exploration and production of oil and gas during the 2000s has led to a boom in upstream
investment and has increased the domestic supply of fossil fuels it is unknown however how many jobs
this boom has created we use time series methods at the national level and dynamic panel methods at
the state level to understand how the increase in exploration and production activity has impacted
employment we find robust statistical support for the hypothesis that changes in drilling for oil and gas
as captured by rig counts do in fact have an economically meaningful and positive impact on
employment the strongest impact is contemporaneous though months later in the year also experience
statistically and economically meaningful growth once dynamic effects are accounted for we estimate
that an additional rig count results in the creation of 37 jobs immediately and 224 jobs in the long run
though our robustness checks suggest that these multipliers could be bigger
Employment Impacts of Upstream Oil and Gas Investment in the United States 2015-02-11
microorganisms are ubiquitously present in petroleum reservoirs and the facilities that produce them
pipelines vessels and other equipment used in upstream oil and gas operations provide a vast and
predominantly anoxic environment for microorganisms to thrive the biggest technical challenge
resulting from microbial activity in these engineered environments is the impact on materials integrity
oilfield microorganisms can affect materials integrity profoundly through a multitude of elusive bio
chemical mechanisms collectively referred to as microbiologically influenced corrosion mic mic is
estimated to account for 20 to 30 of all corrosion related costs in the oil and gas industry this book is
intended as a comprehensive reference for integrity engineers production chemists oilfield
microbiologists and scientists working in the field of petroleum microbiology or corrosion exhaustively
researched by leaders from both industry and academia this book discusses the latest technological and
scientific advances as well as relevant case studies to convey to readers an understanding of mic and its
effective management
Microbiologically Influenced Corrosion in the Upstream Oil and Gas Industry 2017-03-03 new
cover update as one of the most complex industries in the world this book provides readers with an in
depth coverage of companies that operate in all sectors of the oil gas industry that is upstream
midstream and downstream this book sets out to evaluate companies through upstream midstream and
downstream financial and operational metrics covered in the first 4 chapters of the book and to provide
an overview of more than 30 companies in different categories such as national oil companies
international oil companies independent e p and pure play refining companies key benefits from reading
this book understand the different sectors in the oil gas industry their business cycles unique
opportunities and challenges understand how financial and operational metrics for companies inside
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and outside the oil gas industry are calculated and understand their importance get to know different
oil gas companies in the industry from both an international and u s perspective gain awareness of what
different businesses oil gas companies are involved in and where they operate the book is organized
into 10 chapters chapter 1 provides an overview of oil gas as commodities as well as the industry
current supply and demand of energy scenarios and provides a detailed explanation of several financial
metrics chapters 2 3 4 introduce the upstream midstream downstream sectors of the industry and
explain relevant sector metrics chapters 5 6 discuss 12 national oil companies or noc s their current
operations and applicable metrics chapter 7 reviews 4 integrated oil gas companies their areas of
operations and provides an analysis of current financial and operating results using the metrics
introduced in this book chapter 8 reviews 6 independent exploration production companies their areas
of operations and provides an analysis of current financial and operating results using the metrics
introduced in this book chapter 9 reviews 3 independent downstream companies their areas of
operations and provides an analysis of current financial and operating results using the metrics
introduced in this book chapter 10 reviews 4 midstream companies their areas of operations and
provides an analysis of current financial and operating results using the metrics introduced in this book
The Upstream Oil and Gas Industry Into the 21st Century 1997 this updated edition provides the
unique combination of an encyclopaedia with commentary for the entire chain of petroleum activities
fully updated this new edition provides additional sections on i international laws and treaties with
direct impact on the upstream sector 2 anti corruption laws and practices 3 corporate and social
responsi
Oil and Gas Company Analysis 2015-01-12 this new title seeks to explore industry issues using a new
approach it includes comprehensive commentaries on topics in the oil industry and links these with
edited extracts from underlying legal texts
The Encyclopaedia of Upstream Oil and Gas 2019-12-12 this book explores the myriad issues that
play out in the upstream petroleum industry of ghana from a legal perspective focusing on ghana as an
emerging petroleum country thomas kojo stephens begins by examining whether the existing
constitutional framework will be effective in governing the expanding oil and gas sector drawing on
various approaches proffered by other experts in the field stephens looks at possible institutional
structures that could be put in place and juxtaposes these ideas with the experience of ghana to test the
efficacy of these proposals he also explores the types of contractual frameworks currently implemented
in ghana for comparison with other emerging petroleum economies examining the barriers to
effectiveness novel provisions that must be incorporated and lessons learned from other regions finally
the book highlights how vital it is for the ghanaian state to monitor the use of petroleum revenue and
make ethical investment decisions that prioritize the interests of ghanaian citizens upstream oil and gas
in ghana will be of great interest to students and scholars of energy law and policy oil and gas
management and african studies more broadly as well as those working in the upstream petroleum
industry
Industry Table : Upstream Oil and Gas : Options Report 1999 technological progress in the
exploration and production of oil and gas during the 2000s hasled to a boom in upstream investment
and has increased the domestic supply of fossil fuels itis unknown however how many jobs this boom
has created we use time series methods atthe national level and dynamic panel methods at the state
level to understand how the increasein exploration and production activity has impacted employment
we find robust statisticalsupport for the hypothesis that changes in drilling for oil and gas as captured
by rig counts doin fact have an economically meaningful and po
New Developments in Upstream Oil and Gas Technologies 2011 this book critically examines different
forms of petroleum contracts the historical perspective of the oil and gas industry and the political
economy of the petroleum development in iran in doing this the author provides analysis of the concept
of concession in oil and gas development this is discussed through the main forms of concession
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contracts namely the classic concession contract ccc and the new concession contract ncc the book ties
together much of the existing work on the history of oil and gas regulation in iran and builds on that
foundation to propose a coherent and balanced approach within the framework of the ncc to consider
the role of the ncc in developing national upstream oil and gas industry comparative examples are
drawn from countries currently using or having previously used ncc oil and gas contracts the selected
developed and developing countries are brazil thailand the united kingdom australia and norway the
analysis considers the extent to which the ncc has served to advance the objectives and national
interests of the national governments in this industry the book involves a comparative exploration of the
utilisation of nccs in other jurisdictions and synthesises a framework through which iran may develop
its underutilised oil and gas resources of interest to academics students and practitioners throughout
the world this book focuses on the relevant aspects of iran s constitution and natural resource laws and
makes recommendations for law reform to iran s legal frameworks
Upstream Oil and Gas 2011 fluid solid interactions in upstream oil and gas applications volume 78
delivers comprehensive understanding of fluid rock interactions in oil and gas reservoirs and their
impact on drilling production and reservoir hydrocarbon management the book is arranged based on
intervals of the oil and gas production process and introduces the basics of reservoir fluids and their
properties along with the rheological behavior of solid fluid systems across all stages of the reservoir
including drilling processes acidizing and fracking the reference then addresses different application
specific issues such as solid fluid interactions in tight reservoirs the applications of nanoparticles
interactions during the eor processes and environmental concerns introduces the basics of reservoir
fluids and their properties as well as the rheological behavior of solid fluid systems discusses the latest
advances in molecular simulations and their reliability highlights the environmental concerns regarding
the application of fluid solid systems
Process Safety in Upstream Oil and Gas 2021 this new edition includes updated versions of all of the
chapters covered in the first edition including but not limited to the key elements of the brazilian
upstream legal framework brazilian law the regulatory entities other players in the upstream sector the
petroleum legal regime decommissioning challenges and project finance
Upstream Oil and Gas in Ghana 2023-05-12 this edition combines two previous publications oil and gas
in africa a legal and commercial analysis of the upstream industry and african upstream oil and gas a
practical guide to the law and regulation both published by globe law and business in 2015 and has two
central elements first it discusses the opportunities and challenges found in topical issues for example
chapters describe the production sharing contract psc and economic terms governing regional
exploration and production activity and although pscs are not an exclusive host government instrument
they are of growing importance for countries looking for greater control over and societal benefits from
petroleum production the book also covers ohada financing m a security and decommissioning issues in
an african context and new chapters explore natural gas and esg secondly the book covers a country by
country analysis of african oil and gas detailing the oil and gas frameworks and key issues in countries
such as algeria angola republic of congo egypt equatorial guinea gabon ghana libya mauritania nigeria
senegal south africa tanzania tunisia and uganda topics addressed include the petroleum laws the types
of legal arrangement in place the fiscal terms the acquisition of acreage governing law dispute
resolution mechanisms and governmental control this comprehensive edition features contributions
from various leading experts in the industry including from ministries of petroleum national oil
companies international oil companies law firms and consultancies it will be of benefit to all industry
participants and advisers pursuing oil and gas opportunities across the continent
Employment Impacts of Upstream Oil and Gas Investment in the United States 2015 this is the second
volume in a major two part work providing a country by country analysis of african oil and gas divided
into north and central africa volume i and east west and southern africa volume ii the book details the
oil and gas frameworks and the key concerns in the most significant jurisdictions
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HM 58 Guidelines for Determination of Flare Quantities from Upstream Oil and Gas Facilities
2017 taking the case of the norwegian petroleum industry as its vantage point the book discusses the
question of industrial transformations in resource based industries the book presents new empirically
based analyses of the development of the petroleum industry with an emphasis on three ongoing
transformation processes technological upgrading and innovation in upstream petroleum globalisation
of the petroleum industry and suppliers experiences of entering foreign markets diversification into and
out of petroleum and the potential for new growth paths after oil drawing together a range of key
thinkers in this field this volume addresses the ways in which the petroleum industry and its supply
industry has changed since the turn of the millennium it provides recommendations for the
development of resource economies in general and petroleum economies in particular this book will be
of great interest to students and scholars of energy policy and economics natural resource management
innovation studies and the politics of the oil and gas sector
The Development of Iran’s Upstream Oil and Gas Industry 2019-09-12 how do you compete for
customers when you are selling a globally traded commodity in the upstream oil and gas industry you
are not competing for customers you are competing for access to the best resources strategy in the
upstream oil and gas industry is how you compete and where you compete for access to those resources
business development strategy for the upstream oil and gas industry provides a framework for
developing that strategy the book takes the reader through an assessment of portfolio health
organizational capability and asset mix to understand their competitive advantage and how to convert
this into a business development strategy featuring industry case studies and including extensive
reference material this book is essential reading for oil and gas executives financiers attorneys and
anyone interested in business development in the industry
Corrosion Threats Handbook 2008 acquire and master the expertise to identify opportunities and
solve problems quickly the perfect companion for anyone who is entering the industry or needs to
acquire new skills quickly petroleum and natural gas industry primer demystifies critical equipment
exploration techniques processes and terminology used throughout the exploration drilling and
production value stream the book s eight chapters follows a chronological sequence of activities
performed in the upstream oil and gas value stream beginning with exploration and surveying of
prospective oil and gas fields drilling components of the well production preliminary processing and
transportation to the refinery packed with useful illustrations charts tables and diagrams petroleum and
natural gas industry primer s introduces readers to the most common petroleum and natural gas
equipment in order of their importance in the petroleum exploration drilling and production value
stream in addition the author includes a chapter on nonconventional sources of oil gas introduces
readers to the most common petroleum and natural gas equipment in order of their importance packed
with useful illustrations charts tables and diagrams of equipment processes and exploration techniques
easy to follow introductory material on exploration and surveying of prospective oil and gas fields
drilling reservoirs production facilities and nonconventional oil and gas sources
Fluid–Solid Interactions in Upstream Oil and Gas Applications 2023-01-14 this book critically examines
different forms of petroleum contracts the historical perspective of the oil and gas industry and the
political economy of the petroleum development in iran in doing this the author provides analysis of the
concept of concession in oil and gas development this is discussed through the main forms of
concession contracts namely the classic concession contract ccc and the new concession contract ncc
the book ties together much of the existing work on the history of oil and gas regulation in iran and
builds on that foundation to propose a coherent and balanced approach within the framework of the ncc
to consider the role of the ncc in developing national upstream oil and gas industry comparative
examples are drawn from countries currently using or having previously used ncc oil and gas contracts
the selected developed and developing countries are brazil thailand the united kingdom australia and
norway the analysis considers the extent to which the ncc has served to advance the objectives and
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national interests of the national governments in this industry the book involves a comparative
exploration of the utilisation of nccs in other jurisdictions and synthesises a framework through which
iran may develop its underutilised oil and gas resources of interest to academics students and
practitioners throughout the world this book focuses on the relevant aspects of iran s constitution and
natural resource laws and makes recommendations for law reform to iran s legal frameworks
Brazilian Upstream Oil and Gas 2016 modern production methods and environmental constraints
demand chemical solutions and as oilfields age the need for chemicals to ensure steady production
increases production chemicals for the oil and gas industry describes classes of production chemicals
for use topside and downhole in the upstream oil and gas industry it includes coverage of
Upstream Oil and Gas in Africa 2024-03-31 this discerning and comprehensive work will be a useful
entry point for students embarking on study in petroleum law academics will find this timely
examination to be an indispensible overview of upstream operations practitioners will find this book
African Upstream Oil and Gas 2014 a prominent linchpin in world politics and in security policies world
over oil and gas have tremendous value in both the political and economical sectors of global relations
business establishments and policy regardless of whether one is a novice to a given field or a well
accomplished veteran in the field there is a need for the continued engagement with the basics that
underlie the core subjects with that in mind the fundamentals of oil and gas is a perfect primer for the
first timer in the field while also a copious text to help a seasoned veteran stay abreast with the nuances
of the world of oil and gas
Brazilian Upstream Oil and Gas [electronic Resource]. 2012 the uk oil and gas industry has
evolved at unprecedented speed over the past four decades it has attracted a great deal of attention
from a range of industry players and regulators throughout the world this is largely because the
petroleum industry brings together the most powerful public and private actors in the form of states
and trans national corporations oil and gas law provides a comprehensive overview of the central legal
issues in the uk oil and gas industry today it is essential reading for the wide range of players in the oil
and gas industry including policy makers researchers and academics oil and gas law covers such
important topics as ownership of oil and gas law operating in the ukcs oil and gas contracting in the uk
oil and gas taxation dispute resolution in oil and gas contracting environmental regulation in ukcs
health and safety issues renewable energy issues decommissioning written in a clear and reader
friendly style this is an invaluable source of reference for all those requiring up to date guidance on
legal issues affecting the uk oil and gas industry
Petroleum Industry Transformations 2018-10-03 volume 1 education and training for the oil and gas
industry case studies in partnership and collaboration highlights for the first time 8 powerful case
studies in which universities colleges and training providers are working with oil companies to produce
capable competent people this essential companion in our series illustrates not only the carefully
researched details of the partnerships and collaborative activities but also offers commentary on each of
the cases from getenergy s decade of experience in uniting universities colleges training providers and
the upstream oil and gas industry on a global basis edited by getenergy s executive team which for
more than a decade has uniquely specialized in mapping and connecting the world of academia and
learning with the upstream oil and gas industry through events and workshops around the globe
detailed research into the key facts surrounding each case with analysis to enable readers to quickly
and effectively extract the lessons and apply to a variety of challenges in building oil gas workforce
capacity highlights the business lessons for universities colleges and training providers from
collaborative working to support skills projects for major companies where demand is greatest includes
full colour images and partnership diagrams to underscore key concepts offers a unified and universal
case study rating mechanism in which readers can participate on line to be part of this important and
varied community
Business Development Strategy for the Upstream Oil and Gas Industry 2022-10-18
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